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ABSTRACT
Customer value is essential for successful customer relationship
management. Although growing evidence suggests that customers’
purchase decisions can be influenced by social relationships, so-
cial influence is largely overlooked in previous research. In this
work, we fill this gap with a novel framework — Motif-based Multi-
view Graph Attention Networks with Gated Fusion (MAG), which
jointly considers customer demographics, past behaviors, and so-
cial network structures. Specifically, (1) to make the best use of
higher-order information in complex social networks, we design a
motif-based multi-view graph attention module, which explicitly
captures different higher-order structures, along with the atten-
tion mechanism auto-assigning high weights to informative ones.
(2) To model the complex effects of customer attributes and social
influence, we propose a gated fusion module with two gates: one
depicts the susceptibility to social influence and the other depicts
the dependency of the two factors. Extensive experiments on two
large-scale datasets show superior performance of our model over
the state-of-the-art baselines. Further, we discover that the increase
of motifs does not guarantee better performances and identify how
motifs play different roles. These findings shed light on how to
understand socio-economic relationships among customers and
find high-value customers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As economics becomes predominantly service-based, companies
are increasingly concentrating on managing good relationships
with their customers and deriving sustainable revenue from these
relationships [15]. Defined as forecasting the profits that each cus-
tomer brings to the company in a future period, predicting customer
value is essential and fundamental to customer relationship man-
agement (CRM) [11]. The ability to accurately predict customer
value enables companies to build relationships with their customers
based on their future worth rather than their past behaviors, and
has been proven to be the key to developing effective personalized
marketing campaigns [58].

Existing solutions adopt two mainstream approaches to predict-
ing customer value, through qualitative models or quantitative
models. The qualitative models usually base on marketing theo-
ries, and primarily focus on the behaviors of customers themselves.
For example, the widely-accepted model RFM segments customer
value based on recency, frequency, and monetary values [11]. As for
quantitative models, Kumar et al. [33] utilize Markov processes to
predict customer value, which demonstrates the importance of mod-
eling the fine-grained customer historical behavior data. Further,
researchers propose more complicated models, including traditional
machine learning models [17, 56] and deep learning models [19].
All these models only consider individuals’ behaviors, and do not
take social relationships into account. However, recent research
has demonstrated the significance of social relationships on cus-
tomers’ purchase decisions, and in turn, on customer value [61].
Thus, the lack of consideration on the effects of social influence
arouses concerns on prior customer value prediction models.

To bridge this gap, in this paper, we aim to incorporate social
network information to customer value prediction. To achieve this,
key challenges as follows can emerge:

• Unclear predictive signal of network structures. Grow-
ing evidence suggests the influence propagated in social net-
works orients people’s decision-making processes [2, 47, 61].
However, it is unclear whether and which social network
structures contain useful signals for the customer value pre-
diction task. As such, it is challenging to extract useful signals
from social network structures.

• Limited knowledge of higher-order information. Prior
work has demonstrated that social networks involve not only
lower-order features at the node level, but also substantial
non-trivial higher-order features at the level of small sub-
graphs [7, 41]. However, it is challenging to capture and
utilize higher-order information in complex social networks,
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and it is even harder to distinguish informative higher-order
structures related to customer value.

• Complex effects of customer attributes and social in-
fluence. The effects of customer attributes and social influ-
ence on customer value can be dependent and entangled.
For example, customer attributes, such as personality and
occupations, can determine one’s power to influence friends’
purchase behaviors and susceptibility to friends’ influence.
Therefore, it is challenging to model such complex effects of
customer attributes and social influence.

To address the above challenges, we propose a novel framework—
Motif-based Multi-view Graph Attention Networks with Gated
Fusion (MAG), where we jointly model the effects of customer
attributes and friends’ influence on customer value. Specifically, (1)
to capture and utilize network information, especially higher-order
information in complex social networks, we design a motif-based
multi-view graph attention module. We leveragemotif, the building
block of complex networks, to construct motif-based multi-view
graphs, and adopt attention mechanisms to fuse multi-view graph
embeddings. (2) To model the complex effects of customer attributes
and social influence, we design a gated fusion module, where we
adopt two gate structures: one to model customers’ susceptibility to
social influence, and the other to model the dependency of customer
attributes and social influence on customer value.

We evaluate our proposed framework on a large-scale real-world
dataset collected from a leading social e-commerce platform in
China, Beidian, along with an open dataset collected from a product
review site, Epinions. On both platforms, customer value prediction
is regarded as vital. Extensive experiments show that our model
superiorly surpasses the state-of-the-art baselines on both datasets.

Furthermore, to better unleash the roles of higher-order informa-
tion, we investigate the significance of different motifs. We discover
that (1) even though more motifs contain diverse higher-order in-
formation, the increase of motifs does not guarantee better perfor-
mances, and (2) in customer value prediction, effective information
contained in different motifs varies significantly. Especially, it is
observed that the “fully-connected” and the “down-linked mutual
dyad” motifs are essential. The “fully-connected” motif indicates
a close relationship and shows the capability to detect high-value
communities. Besides, we observe that different from other social
edges, the two unidirectional edges in the “down-linked mutual
dyad” motif are mostly attributed to marketing behaviors, which
uncovers the interplay between social influence and marketing
efforts.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to leverage
social network structures to model the social influence in cus-
tomer value prediction. We demonstrate the importance of
modeling network structures, especially higher-order struc-
tures, in customer value prediction.

• To predict customer value using social relationship informa-
tion, we propose a framework — MAG, which jointly models
customer attributes and social influence. Extensive exper-
iments have demonstrated our proposed model’s superior
performance compared with the state-of-the-art baselines.

• Through an in-depth analysis of motifs, we discover that
the “fully-connected” motif possesses the ability to detect
high-value customers and the “down-linked mutual dyad”
motif reveals communities’ formation under the interplay be-
tween marketing efforts and social influence. These findings
provide new insights into understanding socio-economic
relationships among customers and excavating high-value
customers.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND
MOTIVATION

To better explain our task and solution, we first introduce some
necessary notations, and formally formulate the customer value
prediction problem. Thereafter, we discuss our motivation to incor-
porate social relationships into the long-standing problem.

2.1 Problem Formulation
To properly formalize the task of incorporating social networks
into customer value prediction, we first give a definition of social
network G: given 𝑛 customers with 𝑘 customer relations, we define
a social network as a directed graph G = (V, E), whereV is the set
of customers with |V| = 𝑛, and E is the set of customer relations
with |E | = 𝑘 . We denote the adjacent matrix of G as 𝑨 ∈ R𝑛×𝑛 .

Therefore, our task can be formulated as follows: given customer
attributes and social networks, predict her/his customer value. Here
we use the total amount of money or efforts that the customer will
spend on the platform over the next period to measure customer
value, which can reflect the value of the relationship with the cus-
tomer. Moreover, customer attributes are extracted from customers’
demographics and transaction history. Specifically, customers’ de-
mographics represent customers’ basic personal information, in-
cluding gender, age, zodiac, register time, and et al. Transaction
history contains customers’ total purchase value, frequency and
intervals, along with return behaviors, such as total returned pur-
chase value, times, and et al. The features extracted from customers’
demographics and transaction history make up customer attributes.
In addition, social networks are constructed based on social re-
lations between customers, including friendship, trust relations,
follower-followee relations, and et al.

2.2 Motivation
Many researchers are devoted to analyzing the complex structures
of social networks [2, 4]. They discover that the social network
structure is one of the strongest predictors for user behaviors [2, 4],
leadership success [63], and future development [10]. In the area
of CRM, social network structures have also been proved effective
in predicting user engagement [42] and churn [36]. In this work,
before considering incorporating social relationships into the task to
facilitate the accurate customer value prediction, one fundamental
hypothesis is that customer value is correlated with the customer’s
social network structures.

Thus, to validate this hypothesis, we conduct empirical data
analyses on a large-scale dataset covering 44,995 customers with
their social networks. To quantify social network structures, we
adopt widely-accepted attributes describing the network properties
in view of nodes, e.g., degree, coreness [6], pagerank score [43],
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Figure 1: The correlations between customer value and net-
work structures.

Model Score Feature Set Importance

RF 38.02

Demographics 0.0856
Recency 0.4920
Frequency 0.0899
Monetary Value 0.1967
Return History 0.0165

RF-Network 33.79 Network Attributes 0.1193
Table 1: Comparison of performances between RF and RF-
Network. Note that we use MAE to measure model perfor-
mances.

hub and authority score (HITS) [31]. We analyze the relationships
between these network attributes and customer value, where Fig-
ure 1 shows the correlations between customer value and (a) degree,
(b) pagerank score, (c) hub score, and (d) coreness. From the figure,
we can observe positive correlations between customer value and
these network attributes. This indicates that customers with more
friends (higher degree), higher popularity (higher pagerank score),
higher hub scores, or higher corenesses, are more likely to have
high customer value. These findings confirm our primary hypothe-
sis that customer value is strongly correlated with social network
structures and lay as the premise of the rest of this work.

To further examine whether these network attributes are bene-
ficial for prediction, we incorporate them into the set of features
in Random Forest model that is a traditional machine learning
model widely-adopted in prior works on customer value predic-
tion [17, 56]. Therefore, we obtain two models: one trained on cus-
tomer attributes (RF) and the other trained on customer attributes
and network attributes (RF-Network). As shown in Table 1, we
discover that network attributes can improve the performances by
11.13% in terms of MAE. It indicates that social network structures
are of great help to the prediction task. Meanwhile, the right two
columns in Table 1 show features’ importance scores generated
by Random Forest model, which indicates that network attributes
play a non-trivial role in prediction. To better utilize social network

Figure 2: Illustration of higher-order structures captured by
motifs in complex social networks.

Figure 3: Illustration of thirteen three-node motifs.

information, we follow Qiu et al. [47], which finds that compared
with these network attributes, graph neural networks (GNNs) show
a superior ability to graph-structured modeling. This motivates us
to consider leveraging GNNs, instead of mere network attributes, to
exploit the potential of social networks. Besides, we further discuss
the effectiveness of GNNs in Section 4.

Most researches on GNNs are devoted to modeling nodes’ local
connectivity [60]. However, considering the complex nature of so-
cial networks [28], it is insufficient to only consider lower-order
structures, at the level of nodes, in complex social networks [7, 38].
Higher-order structures of complex networks, at the level of small
subgraphs, provide a peek into the fundamental structures that con-
trol and mediate the behaviors of many complex systems [38, 46].
One approach to retaining higher-order structures in complex net-
works is introducing motifs into the framework. Motifs are special
small subgraphs, and regarded as the building blocks of complex
networks [38]. Motifs can capture high-order structures explicitly
and effectively [34, 40, 49]. For example, as shown in Figure 2, we
randomly sample one customer, i.e., the central node in the deep
color, and her social networks. She has multiple friends, and these
friends form small close groups. Motifs can easily capture higher-
order structures, i.e., small groups in complex social networks.

To sum up, we validate our primary hypothesis: customer value
correlates with social network structures. Moreover, we find out
that motifs are able to capture higher-order structures and disen-
tangle complex relationships in complex social networks. These
observations motivate us to leverage social network structures,
especially higher-order structures, to predict customer value.

3 METHOD
In order to incorporate social network structures, especially higher-
order structures, into customer value prediction, we propose MAG,
which jointly models the effects of customer attributes and their
social network structures on customer value. Figure 4 shows the
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Figure 4: The architecture of MAG. (a) Inputs: Based on customers’ demographics, transaction history and social interactions,
we construct social networks and customer embeddings. (b) Motif network construction: Using motifs and social networks,
we generate motif-based multi-view networks, motif networks for short. (c) Motif-based multi-view graph attention (MMA)
module: After convolutional operation on motif networks, we apply attention mechanisms to fuse these multi-view graph
embeddings. (d) Gated fusion layer (GF): To model the complex effects of customer attributes and social influence, we design
two gate structures in the module. (e) Outputs: Multiple fully-connected layers are adopted to map the embeddings to the
predicted value. Finally, we compare the predicted value with the ground truth.

architecture of MAG. Specifically, (a) Inputs construct social net-
works based on interaction records and encode customer attributes
into embeddings. (b) Motif network construction module generates
motif-based multi-view graphs that explicitly retain various higher-
order structures in the original social networks. (c) Motif-based
multi-view graph attention (MMA) module learns the correspond-
ing embeddings from these graphs and adopts the attention mecha-
nism to fuse these embeddings, which allows it to make the best use
of various higher-order information in complex social networks.
(d) Gated fusion layer (GF) utilizes two gate structures to model the
complex effects of customer attributes and social networks. (e) Out-
puts map the fused embeddings generated by GF into the predicted
value. The details of the above layers of MAG are introduced as
follows.

3.1 Motif Network Construction
Inspired by the work of Lee et al. [34] , we adopt a motif-based
matrix formulation to construct motif-based customer social net-
works (motif networks for short). Given a directed graph G =

(V, E) and a set of 𝑁 different motifsM = {𝑴0,𝑴1, . . . ,𝑴𝑵−1},
we can construct 𝑁 different motif-based adjacent matrices A =

{𝑨0,𝑨1, . . . ,𝑨𝑵−1}, where

(𝑨𝒏)𝑖, 𝑗 =


1 𝑖 = 𝑗 ,
1 𝑖, 𝑗 are in the same 𝑴𝒏 ,
0 otherwise.

(1)

Figure 5: Illustration of motif network construction.

Figure 5 shows an example of Motif t7 Network construction.
Specifically, the links in the original network (left) that can match
Motif t7 are preserved in the new Motif t7 Network (right), and
the others are discarded. Therefore, some adjacent nodes are dis-
connected in motif networks, which indicates that the neighbors
are refined by the process [34]. What’s more, it is through nodes’
adjacency in the motif network that we imply specific subgraph
structures, i.e., motifs, in the original network. Therefore, the mo-
tif network is undirected. To sum up, motif network construction
helps capture higher-order interactions among nodes in the graph
and refine the neighbors. The analysis on the effectiveness of motif
networks and the function of motifs in complex social networks is
left for Section 5.

3.2 Motif-based Multi-view Graph Attention
The construction of motif networks generates 𝑁 different motif-
based adjacent matrices A = {𝑨1,𝑨2, . . . ,𝑨𝑵 }. In order to obtain
network embeddings of each motif network, we perform graph
convolutional operations [30] on them respectively:

𝑿 𝒍+1
𝒏 = 𝜎 (𝑫−1/2

𝒏 𝑨𝒏𝑫
−1/2
𝒏 𝑿 𝒍

𝒏𝚯
𝒍 ), (2)

where 𝜎 (·) is an activation function, such as ReLU; 𝑿 𝒍
𝒏 represents

the network embeddings in the 𝑙–th layer from motif network 𝑨𝒏 ,
(𝑫𝒏)𝑖𝑖 =

∑
𝑗=0(𝑨𝒏)𝑖 𝑗 is its diagonal degree matrix and 𝚯

𝒍 are
learnable parameters.

Considering not all motif networks are equally important [34],
we adopt attention mechanisms to fuse 𝑁 multi-view graph em-
beddings, which can ensure that high weights are auto-assigned to
informative ones:

𝑿𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 =

𝑁−1∑
𝑛=0

𝛼𝑛 · 𝑿 𝒍+1
𝒏 , (3)

where 𝑿𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 represents the fused motif-based multi-view graph
embeddings and 𝛼𝑛 is the attention coefficient of Motif-𝑛 Network.
The attention coefficients can be calculated as follows:
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Figure 6: Gated fusion layer, where the thick lines represent
that the input will be applied a linear transformation while
the thin lines denote that the input is directly linked to the
output.

𝛼𝑛 =
exp(𝑒𝑛)∑𝑁−1

𝑖=0 exp(𝑒𝑖 )
, (4)

𝑒𝑛 =𝑾𝑐 tanh(𝑾𝑒𝑿
𝒍+1
𝒏 ), (5)

where𝑾𝑐 and𝑾𝑒 are randomly-initialized learnable parameters.
𝑾𝑐 serves as a learnable contextual vector in this case.

3.3 Gated Fusion Layer
Social influence also closely relates to receivers’ characteristics, for
example, their susceptibility to influence [3, 8, 39]. Because MMA
focuses on capturing higher-order structures in social networking
without explicitly considering the effects of customer attributes on
the process of message-passing, we design GF to depict the complex
effects of customer attributes and social influence on customer
value. Inspired by the design of GRU [22], GF contains two gate
structures: the 𝒓 gate and the 𝒛 gate. Figure 6 shows the structure
of GF, where the inputs are the embeddings of customer attributes
𝑿𝑒𝑔𝑜 introduced by the residual path from the input layer and the
network embeddings 𝑿𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 from MMA. The inputs 𝑿𝑒𝑔𝑜 and 𝑿𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙

control both the 𝒓 and the 𝒛 gate. Specifically, the 𝒓 gate is designed
for carving out the customer’s susceptibility to influence, which
can be formulated as follows:

𝒓 = 𝜎 (𝑾𝑒𝑔𝑜,𝑟𝑿𝑒𝑔𝑜 + 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑜,𝑟 +𝑾𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙,𝑟𝑿𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 + 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙,𝑟 ). (6)

Here, a higher 𝒓 represents less susceptibility to influence, or in
other words, more susceptibility to insist on herself/himself. There-
fore, the social influence, denoted by �̂�𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 , can be calculated as
follows:

�̂�𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 = tanh(𝑾𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙,𝑛𝑿𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 + 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙,𝑛 + 𝒓 ⊙ (𝑾𝑒𝑔𝑜,𝑛𝑿𝑒𝑔𝑜 + 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑜,𝑛)).
(7)

Further, to jointly model the complex effects of customer at-
tributes and social influence on customer value, we design the 𝒛
gate:

𝒛 = 𝜎 (𝑾𝑒𝑔𝑜,𝑧𝑿𝑒𝑔𝑜 + 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑜,𝑧 +𝑾𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙,𝑧𝑿𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 + 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙,𝑧). (8)

Through the 𝒛 gate, we fuse the embeddings of customer at-
tributes 𝑿𝑒𝑔𝑜 and social influence �̂�𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 , which can be formulated
as follows:

𝑿 𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 = (1 − 𝒛) ⊙ �̂�𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑙 + 𝒛 ⊙ 𝑿𝑒𝑔𝑜 , (9)
where 𝑿 𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 denotes the fused embeddings, 𝒛 represents the
weights of customer attributes and 1 − 𝒛 represents the weights of
social influence. Note that in above equations,𝑾 and 𝑏 are learn-
able parameters, 𝜎 (·) is an activation function, e.g., sigmoid and ⊙
represents Hadamard product.

To summarize, GF utilizes two gate structures to model the com-
plex effects of customer attributes and social influence. In addition,
the residual path makes it easier to train customer embedding lay-
ers and it also mitigates noisy information from the increasing
receptive field [35].

3.4 Inputs, Outputs and Loss Functions
Inputs: The input layer consists of two key components: social
network construction and customer embeddings. To represent the
social relationships among customers, we adopt a simplified binary
indicator: observed social interactions between the two customers
are represented by a directed edge from the sponsor to the follower
with the weight of 1. To represent customers, we learn from past
research which indicates that purchase recency, frequency and
monetary value are three valuable indicators in the customer value
prediction task [11, 17, 26, 56]. Thus, we extract the node feature set
not only from customers’ demographics, but also from transaction
history. This allows our feature set to cover the major dimensions
of customer attributes, especially purchase recency, frequency and
monetary value. Further, to encode customer attributes 𝑿𝑒𝑔𝑜 , we
utilize the embedding layers shown in Figure 4(a).
Outputs: The prediction layer takes the fused embeddings 𝑿 𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑

from GF as inputs to predict customer values. Here, we use multiple
fully-connected layers to map the fused embeddings 𝑿 𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 into
the predicted value 𝑦:

𝒉𝑙+1 = 𝜎 (𝑾𝑙
ℎ
𝒉𝑙 + 𝑏𝑙

ℎ
), (10)

where 𝑙 represents the 𝑙-th fully-connected layer;𝑾𝑙
ℎ
and 𝑏𝑙

ℎ
are

learnable parameters; 𝒉𝑙 is the hidden representation in the 𝑙-th
layer, 𝒉0 = 𝑿 𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 . Note that the regressor can be substituted by
others, for example, lightGBM regressor [29].
Loss Functions: To minimize the absolute difference between the
ground truth and the predicted value, we adopt mean absolute error
(MAE) as the loss function, which is formulated as:

L =
1
𝑁

𝑁−1∑
𝑛=0

|𝑦 − 𝑦 | + _
∑

| |𝚯| |2, (11)

where 𝑁 is the batch size, 𝑦 and 𝑦 are the predicted value and
the ground truth respectively. To avoid over-fitting, we apply 𝑙2
regularization to the parameters.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework, we
conduct extensive experiments on two real-world datasets. Specifi-
cally, in this section, we first describe the experimental setup, and
then evaluate our proposed model in comparison with the state-of-
the-art baselines. Finally, to further verify the performances, we
conduct an ablation study of MMA and GF.
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Dataset #Customers #Links Avg. Deg. Avg. Clus. Coef.

Beidian 44,995 146,812 4.1506 0.3027
Epinions 10,956 143,077 26.1184 0.1198

Table 2: Basic information of social networks.

4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Dataset. We evaluate our model based on two real-world
datasets: Beidian and Epinions. The Beidian dataset is collected
from one of China’s leading social e-commerce platforms — Bei-
dian1. Leveraging social relationships for item recommendations
and promotions [13, 14, 20, 27, 61], the emerging form of social
e-commerce offers an opportunity to render transaction data and
social interactions without extra efforts to collect and link them to-
gether, where customer value is reflected in the total amount money
that the customer spend on the platform over the next period. This
dataset contains 44,995 customers, and their fine-grained customers’
demographics, transaction history and social interactions in 2019.
The large scale and good quality of it enable us to validate the idea
of predicting customer value with social relationships. Following
prior works [56], we divide the one-year-long dataset into four
quarters chronologically. Specifically, we train with features up to
the end of Quarter 1, and thereby predict customer value in Quarter
2. We adopt an out-of-time validation dataset that are shifted one
quarter later, i.e., we tune the hyper-parameters through the pre-
diction of customer value in Quarter 3. Finally, we take the features
up to the end of Quarter 3 as the input to predict customer value in
Quarter 4, which makes up the following evaluation results. Note
that customer value is the only information extracted from the data
of Q4, which is adopted as the predicted targets of Q3. Based on
social interactions among 44,995 customers, their social networks
are constructed, where the relationship is friendship. The basic
information of the social networks is shown in Table 2, where the
average degree reflects customers’ average number of friends and
the average clustering coefficient reflect the density of social ties.
Note that the degree and clustering coefficient are averaged among
all customers.

The other is an open dataset collected from a product review
site Epinions [52, 53], where customer value is reflected by the
number of product reviews a customer contributes to the platform.
This dataset contains customers’ historical rating records and trust
relations between customers. Similarly, we divide the dataset from
2000 to 2003 into four parts by year chronologically. We train with
features up to the end of 2000 and predict customer value in 2001.
Then we tune the hyper-parameters by predicting customer value
in 2002. Finally, models are evaluated on the data of features up to
the end of 2002 and labels of customer value in 2003. Based on trust
relations between customers, we construct the social networks, of
which the basic information is shown in Table 2.

4.1.2 Baselines. In order to validate the performances of ourmodel,
we compare it with three lines of state-of-the-art baselines, in-
cluding traditional machine learning (ML) models (Random For-
est [17, 56], Support Vector Regression [23]), network embeddings
(DeepWalk [44], LINE [54], WALKLETS [45]), and graph neural
networks (GNNs) (GCN [30], GAT [57], Meta-GNN [51]). These
methods are introduced as follows:
1https://www.beidian.com

• Random Forest [17, 56]: An ensemble learning method based
on decision trees. Existing methods mostly take traditional
features, such as demographics, purchase frequency, recency
and monetary value as the input. Here, we conduct experi-
ments based on three feature sets: (1) only traditional features
(RF), (2) traditional and network features (RF-Network), and
(3) traditional, network and motif features (RF-Motif).

• Support Vector Regression (SVR) [23]: A traditional super-
vised regression model. Note that we adopt the radial basis
function kernel here. The input contains only traditional
features.

• DeepWalk [18, 44]: An unsupervised network embedding
method based on random walk and skip-gram algorithms.
It is widely used to learn latent representation of nodes for
downstream tasks.

• LINE [18, 54]: An unsupervised method for embedding very
large information networks into low-dimensional vector
space.

• WALKLETS [18, 45]: An upgrade version of DeepWalk that
introduces skipping into the process of random walks. The
method learns multi-scale representations of nodes in net-
works explicitly, which allows it to retain higher-order in-
formation to some extent.

• GCN [30]: A current widely-accepted variant of graph neu-
ral networks. Here, the node features are only traditional
features and the input graph is the original social network.

• GAT [57]: A state-of-art GCN method by leveraging masked
self-attentional layers to address the shortcomings of prior
GCN methods. Note that the node features are only tradi-
tional features, and the input graph is the original social
network.

• Meta-GNN [51]: A current graph neural network framework
that explicitly utilizes higher-order network structures. Note
that the node features are only traditional features, and the
input graphs are all thirteen three-node motif networks.

4.1.3 Motif Selection. Motifs, i.e., small subgraphs in complex net-
works, are various. Among motifs, the ones with a few nodes, espe-
cially three-node motifs, have been proved to have the capability
of controlling and mediating the behaviors of many complex sys-
tems [38], on which many theories are established [28, 38, 59]. Fol-
lowing prior literature in network science, we include all thirteen
three-node motifs (see Figure3) as candidates. It is worth mention-
ing that the attention mechanism in MMA can auto-assign high
weights to significant motifs, which enables MAG to have the ability
to tolerate minor redundant or misleading motifs.

4.1.4 Metrics, Reproducibility and Ethical Considerations. To eval-
uate the performances, we adopt three widely-adopted metrics in
regression tasks: mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute per-
centage error (MAPE) and symmetric mean absolute percentage
error (SMAPE) [37]. Specifically, we include MAE for its robustness
to outliers, MAPE and SMAPE for their ability to interpret relative
errors.

We implement our experiments with Pytorch, where hyper-
parameters of GNNs are reported as follows: For the Beidian dataset,
the output sizes of embedding layers in the input module are fixed
to 32, 32 and 32; the number of GCN/GAT layers is 2, where the
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Category Models Beidian Epinions
MAE MAPE SMAPE MAE MAPE SMAPE

Traditional ML

SVR 37.69 2.52 1.01 1.87 0.72 0.88
RF 38.02 1.40 0.90 2.68 1.72 0.86

RF-Network 33.79 1.31 0.90 2.64 1.67 0.86
RF-Motif 32.76 1.30 0.90 2.62 1.65 0.86

Network Embedding
DeepWalk 24.34 0.17 0.16 1.37 0.25 0.28

LINE 24.24 0.16 0.16 1.36 0.25 0.29
WALKLETS 22.19 0.17 0.17 1.36 0.24 0.28

GNNs GCN 24.25 0.16 0.16 1.54 0.27 0.36
GAT 24.29 0.16 0.16 1.52 0.26 0.41

Meta-GNN 24.45 0.17 0.18 1.43 0.24 0.30

Ours MAG 20.57** 0.15** 0.15** 1.33** 0.21** 0.24*

Table 3: Overall performances in MAE, MAPE and SMAPE. We repeat 20 experiments and perform one-sided Welch’s t-tests,
where (**) indicates p<.01 and (*) p <.05.

output sizes are set as 32; the number of fully-connected layers
are 4, where the output sizes are 32, 16, 8, 1, respectively. For the
Epinions dataset, the number of embedding layers is 1 because
the dataset only contains customers’ historical behaviors, and the
output size is set as 8. The number of GCN/GAT layers is 2, where
the output sizes are 8. The number of fully-connected layers are
2, where the output sizes are 8 and 1. We adopt ADAM optimizer
to train the models. Besides, we tune the learning rate, dropout
rate and regularization parameters by grid searching. For network
embedding methods, we pre-train the models and fix the outsize
size to 32 (Beidian)/8 (Epinions). Then we concatenate customer
embeddings with network embeddings and feed them into the
4 (Beidian)/2 (Epinions) fully-connected layers mentioned above.
All the models trained on the server with two core CPU (AMD
Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX) and four GPUs (NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 2080Ti * 4). The implementation code of our model and de-
tailed information are available at https://github.com/tsinghua-fib-
lab/MAG-Customer-Value-Prediction.

Procedures are carefully taken to address the ethical issues. Data
collection is under the Terms of Service for Beidian including con-
sent for research studies. All potential personal identifiers are re-
placed with anonymous hashcodes to ensure data with users’ pri-
vacy are sanitized. We store data and train models in an offline
server where access is only limited to authorized researchers bound
by confidentiality agreements.

4.2 Overall Performance
The overall performances of our baselines are reported in Table 3.
From the table, we have the following observations and conclusions.

• Our model constantly outperforms all the baselines in terms
of all themetrics. Notably, comparedwith the state-of-the-art
baselines, our proposed model achieves relative performance
gains of 7.30%, 6.25%, 6.25% on the Beidian dataset, and 2.2%,
12.5%, 14.3% on the Epinions dataset in MAE, MAPE and
SMAPE, which corroborates the effectiveness of our pro-
posed methods.

• Comparing the performances of RF, RF-Network and RF-
Motif, we find out that the utilization of network structures,

especially higher-order structures captured by motif net-
works, is beneficial.

• The comparison of RF-Network and GNN-based methods (in-
cluding our model) demonstrates that network attributes,
e.g., degree, coreness and pagerank score, reserve limited
information in social networks, while GNN-based methods
can make full use of neighbors’ attributes to infer customer
value.

• We observe that compared with other network embedding
methods, WALKLETS [45] has a relatively good performance.
The result can be attributed to the design of skipping in the
process of random walk, which allows the model to retain
higher-order information to some extent. This reconfirms
the effectiveness of higher-order information.

• Ourmodel’s superior performances over network embedding
methods and GNNs imply that higher-order information
captured by our MMA module can greatly help customer
value prediction.

4.3 Ablation study
Our proposed model consists of two key components, namely MMA
and GF. To analyze the contributions of each component, we con-
duct an ablation study on variants of our model on the Beidian
dataset. Here, variants include the model without either MMA or
GF (GCN), the one with only MMA (Ours-MMA), the one with
only GF (Ours-GF), and our complete model with both MMA and
GF (MAG). The results are shown in Table 4. We observe that the
introduction of MMA reduces MAE by 11.13% and GF by 4.24%,
indicating that the two components contribute to the performance
improvement. In addition, MAG with the two components reduces
MAE, MAPE and SMAPE by 15.18%, 6.25% and 6.25%, respectively.

Model MAE MAPE SMAPE

GCN 24.25 0.16 0.16
Ours-MMA 21.55 0.15 0.17
Ours-GF 23.22 0.16 0.16
MAG 20.57 0.15 0.15

Table 4: Ablation study on Beidian dataset.
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Figure 7: Five four-node motifs added into MAG.

Model MAE (GAIN) MAPE (GAIN) SMAPE (GAIN)

Ours-orig 23.22 (-) 0.16 (-) 0.16 (-)
Ours-3motif 20.57 (2.65) 0.15 (0.01) 0.15 (0.01)
Ours-4motif 20.26 (0.31) 0.16 (-0.01) 0.14 (0.01)

Table 5: Performances of models with three-node-directed
and four-node-undirected motifs on Beidian dataset.

Figure 8: (a) Distribution of attention coefficients among
motif networks. Ratio of nodes that assign (b) the highest,
(c) the lowest attention weights to the corresponding motif
network on Beidian dataset.

This indicates that the combination of the two components can ef-
fectively reduce both absolute and relative errors. To sum up, MAG
performs the best among all the variants, and the two components
can generally improve the performances.

5 IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF MOTIFS
To better understand the performance of MAG, we make an in-
depth analysis of motifs, the essential higher-order information
extractor. Past research has demonstrated that motifs are functional
and informative in complex networks [38]. The design of MMA
offers us a lens into the function of motifs in social networks. There-
fore, we conduct extensive experiments on the Beidian dataset to
answer: Do more motifs guarantee better performances? How do
different motifs contribute to customer value prediction? Why are
specific motifs informative or uninformative?

5.1 Motifs: Unequally Informative
In this work, we capture higher-order information by leveraging
motifs to reconstruct the networks. Existing works reveal various
motifs play different roles in complex networks, e.g., feed-forward
loop in neurons, three-node feedback loop in electronic circuits [38].
However, most of them are limited to three-node motifs and few
include multiple-node motifs because triadic structures have been
well explained in sociology and the computational complexity of
multiple-node motifs is high [25, 50]. They do not give a credible
reason for whether we need multiple-node motifs and why. To fill
this gap, we conduct the following experiments to answer whether
more motifs can guarantee a better performance and why.

Intuitively, more motifs contain more diverse higher-order in-
formation, whereas it is unknown whether more diverse structural
information can guarantee a satisfactory performance gain. To ex-
amine whether more motifs lead to better performances, we analyze
the model performances with the addition of five four-node mo-
tifs (see Figure 7). Here, Ours-orig denotes the model with only
the original social networks. Ours-3motif adds three-node motif
networks to Ours-orig, and Ours-4motif further adds four-node
motif networks to Our-3motif. The results are shown in Table 5.

FromTable 5, we discover that incorporating three-node-directed
motifs improves the performances greatly (11.41% in MAE), while
further adding four-node-undirected motifs only leads to slight
improvements (1.51% in MAE). This indicates that appropriate in-
corporation of certain motifs can contribute to better performances,
but the performance improvements brought by extra motifs can
diminish when the scale of motifs increases. One possible explana-
tion is that more motifs introduce extra parameters, which is more
likely to induce overfitting.

To better explain the phenomenon, we further analyze the at-
tention coefficients in the motif-based multi-view graph attention
layer. To focus only on motifs, we remove GF in the following exper-
iments to avoid disturbance and compute the attention coefficients
among different motif networks (see Figure 8(a)). Figure 8(b)(c)
show the ratio of nodes that assign the highest/lowest attention
weights to each motif network to all nodes, which measures the
utility of the corresponding motif for the overall prediction task.
We observe that varying attention weights are assigned to different
motifs: Motif t8, t12 and s4 stand out while Motif t1, t2, t3, s0 and
s1 receive relatively low attention weights. One possible reason for
different weights is that in contrast to the performance improve-
ments brought by the informative motifs, the introduction of the
motifs with low weights might make limited contributions to or
even harm the performances. To confirm the intuition, we conduct
an experiment by removing Motif t1, t2, t3, s0 and s1. It is observed
that the removal of the less informative motif networks does not
hurt the performances in terms of MAE (0.7% improved), MAPE
and SMAPE (unchanged).

In summary, more motifs cannot guarantee better performances,
and motifs are NOT equally informative. Informative motifs can
effectively improve the performances, while the introduction of
uninformative ones might impair the model and waste extra com-
putational resources.
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Figure 9: Comparison between the original network and the motif networks. We sample a small subgraph for illustration.
(a) Overview: In the original network, customers with different values are mixed; while in Motif t12, s4 and t8 Networks, it
is easier to distinguish customers. In addition, Motif s0 Networks introduce exponentially-large numbers of redundant links.
(b) Case study: In the orange and the blue boxes, the two nodes have different customer values but similar distributions of
neighbors in the original network. However, in the motif networks, (b1) the node has similar high value neighbors and (b2)
the one is isolated. In the green box (b3), Motif s4 separates customers into high-value and low-value corps.

Figure 10: Statistics of motif networks: (a) the number of
edges, (b) the distribution of degrees.

5.2 Explanation: Informative or Not
In this section, we aim to explain why Motif t8, t12 and s4 are
informative, while Motif t1, t2, t3, s0 and s1 are less informative. As
shown in Figure 3, the degrees of nodes in Motif t8, t12 and s4 are
all greater than 1, which represents a relatively strong connection
among the three nodes (or the four nodes). However, the nodes
in Motif t1, t2, t3, s0 and s1 are sparsely connected. The statistics
of the corresponding motif networks are shown in Figure 10. We
discover that these informative motifs can selectively filter out
multiple edges and efficiently select node neighbors. However, the
uninformative ones introduce an exponentially-large number of
extra edges and neighbors. These results indicate a critical function
of informative motifs is extracting useful connections.

To further explore how the extraction of useful connections is
functioning, we make an in-depth analysis of Motif t8, t12 and s4.
As shown in Figure 9, customers with different values are min-
gled in the original network. However, in the informative motif
networks, especially Motif t12/s4, communities with high values
are extracted. In this way, informative motifs serve the function of
refining connections between nodes.

Case studies further supplement the investigation on what role
these informative motifs play in complex social networks. In Fig-
ure 9 (b1) and (b2), the two central nodes are customers who share
similar neighbors in the original social networks but different cus-
tomer values. However, in Motif t12 Network, the node in the
orange box (b1) is surrounded by similar high-value (deep color)
neighbors, while the one in the orange box (b2) is isolated. Similar
cases are also spotted for Motif s4. As illustrated in Figure 9 (b3),
Motif s4 separates complex structures into high-value corps and
low-value corps. As such, Motif t12 and s4 refine the neighbors and
partition complex networks into small homogeneous graphs, which
can effectively facilitate the learning of network embeddings. This
is in line with previous works, where the special “fully-connected”
structures of Motif t12 and s4 have also been highlighted in various
complex networks [7, 32, 38].

However, the function of Motif t8 is still under-explored. As
shown in Figure 11, Motif t8 is a symmetric graph with two impor-
tant positions, denoted by Position a and Position b. We observe that
84.3% of customers in Position a have succeeded in recommending
an item to those in Position b. This indicates that the link between
Position a and Position b is distinguished from other links that are
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Figure 11: Illustration of the function of Motif t8.

mainly driven by social influence. Instead, the mechanism of mar-
keting efforts can be a plausible reason for the recommendation
behaviors from Position a to Position b [16, 55]. Furthermore, Motif
t8 reveals the formation of buying groups in social e-commerce:
Position a provides recommendation service to Position b, and if
Position b finds it satisfactory, she/he invites friends to join them.
Thus, the vital role of Motif t8 in the socio-economic networks
accounts for its benefits to the prediction.

In summary, we discover informative motifs, especially Motif
t12 and Motif s4, possess the great ability to detect high-value
communities in complex social networks. Besides, Motif t8 reflects
the unique socio-economic characteristics embedded in the network.
These findings offer a new peek into understanding the interplay
between social influence and economic factors.

6 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we position our work in the related literature from
the following aspects: customer value prediction (the long-standing
marketing problem ourwork focuses on), graph neural networks (the
technical background our work is based on), and network motif (the
key component we study).
Customer Value Prediction. Customer value is regarded as one
of the most reliable indicators in Customer Relationship Manage-
ment (CRM) for measuring the profitability of the customer rela-
tionship and evaluating marketing decisions [1, 9]. The focus on
CRM of companies in recent years has brought higher profitability
to the firms [11, 64]. Prior works on customer value prediction
focus on the utilization of individual historical purchase behaviors.
The historically-popular model — RFM model segments customers
based on their purchase recency, frequency andmonetary value [11].
Kumar et al. [33] further utilize Markov processes to model fine-
grained customer historical behavior data. The prosperity of Big
Data allows researchers to elaborate features and utilize more com-
plicated models. Vanderveld et al. incorporate features quantifying
customers’ engagement, such as the number of email clicks [56].
Chamberlain et al. use embeddings to replace some handcrafted fea-
tures [17]. Chen et al. adopt deep learning methods [19]. However,
they ignore the influence of social relationships on customer value.
Complementing these works, this paper leverages social networks
to model the social influence among customers in customer value
prediction with MAG.
Graph Neural Networks. Many machine learning tasks are in-
volved with data generated from non-Euclidean domains and rep-
resented as graphs with a set of nodes and their complex rela-
tionships [60, 66]. Recently, GNNs have achieved the art-of-state
performances in many applications, e.g., recommendation [62],
traffic forecasting [65], and social influence prediction [47]. GNNs
extract high-order node representations by stacking multiple GNN
layers. However, in many experiments, it has been observed that

deeper models could not improve the performance [30]. It is mostly
because stacking multiple layers can introduce high-order informa-
tion but alongside with noisy information from an exponentially
large number of neighbors [66]. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to introduce GNNs into the application of customer
value prediction. More importantly, our proposed MMA and GF can
effectively limit the noisy information propagated by uninformative
neighbors and retain informative higher-order structures.
Network Motif. Regarded as simple building blocks of complex
networks, network motifs (or graphlets) [38] play essential roles in
different kinds of networks [7, 32]. Specifically, triangular motifs
are proved significant in social networks [28], which can be used to
measure clustering coefficients [59] and model social influence [5];
feed-forward loops serve as information processing in neurons and
gene regulation networks; three chains represent energy flows in
food webs [38]. Multiple works utilize motifs to capture higher-
order structures in graph-based tasks. Rossi et al. propose the notion
of higher-order network embeddings and give various motif-based
formulations [48]. Lee et al. propose motif-based graph attention
networks that allow each node to select the most relevant neighbor-
hood [34]. Sankar et al. propose a metagraph convolution operation
to extract features from local structured neighborhoods in attrib-
uted heterogeneous information networks. However, prior works
lack in-depth analyses of the function of motifs in models.

To fill this gap, we conduct extensive experiments to validate
and interpret the function of motifs in complex social networks.
Specifically, in line with earlier observations made across different
social networks [5, 28], we demonstrate that the “fully-connected”
motif, representing a close social relationship, is an essential net-
work structure. Moreover, we capture another important motif – the
“down-linked mutual dyad” motif, which uncovers the interplay be-
tween social influence and economic behaviors in a newly-emerging
socio-technical system, social e-commerce. Indeed, customers’ so-
cial and economic lives are constantly coupled in real life [24]. For
example, people always turn to their friends for advice when mak-
ing purchase decisions. Recently, inspired by the interplay, many
platforms, e.g., Pinduoduo, Beidian, and Pinterest, incorporate social
factors into their systems and have achieved great success. We orig-
inally delve into the interplay between social and economic lives
from the perspective of networks and find that the “down-linked
mutual dyad” motif modulates the formation of the socio-economic
networks. After careful validation across various platforms, our
findings could contribute to a broader field of network science and
offer implications on developing future socio-technical systems
that better integrate customers’ social and economic lives.

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Customer value is the emotional bond established between a cus-
tomer and a producer after the customer has used the service and
found the service provides an added value [12], which means pre-
dicting customer value is estimating the perception of what the
service is worth to the customer [21], rather than merely scoring
individual customers. Considering themodelmight introduce poten-
tial biases to customers with different demographic attributes, and
in turn, might cause some ethical issues, we make an in-depth anal-
ysis of the model’s performance on different demographic groups.
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We find out that MAG performs the best on the subgroup of un-
known genders, unknown age groups, and unknown city levels,
which might be attributed to the fact that most customers do not
report their genders (85%), age groups (89%), as well as city lev-
els (66%) on the Beidian dataset, and thereby the model can predict
customers in this group accurately. Future work needs to further
enhance the performances by making full use of the information of
the “unknown” subgroup. Besides, it is worth mentioning that the
Epinions dataset does not involve customers’ demographics. The
superior performances indicate MAG can serve customers without
the need for fine-grained personal information, which might poten-
tially alleviate the ethical and privacy concerns of some customers.

Our proposedMAG outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines on
the two real-world datasets, which are collected from Beidian and
Epinions respectively. Specifically, Beidian is a social e-commerce
platform, where customer value manifests in the amount of money
that customers are willing to spend on the platform. While Epin-
ions is a product review platform, where the number of product
reviews that customers are willing to write on the platform indi-
cates customer value. The superior overall performances of MAG
on both datasets demonstrate that it might potentially generalize to
different scenarios, even when fine-grained personal information
is not available.

In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to in-
corporate social network structures into customer value prediction.
We discover that network structures, especially higher-order struc-
tures, are of great help to customer value prediction. We propose
the framework MAG to model the effects of customer attributes and
social influence jointly. Extensive evaluations and analyses reveal
the superior performances of our method over baselines. Finally,
through analyzing the function of motifs in social networks, we
discover that more diverse motifs cannot guarantee better perfor-
mances. Besides, we demonstrate that motifs are unequally informa-
tive and the “fully-connected” and the “down-linked mutual dyad”
motifs are effective in predicting customer value. These findings
provide new insights into understanding socio-economic relation-
ships among customers and identifying high-value customers.
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